Using paraphrases, the expression of the same semantic meaning in different words, to improve generalization and translation performance is often useful. However, prior works only explore the use of paraphrases at the word or phrase level, not at the sentence or document level. Unlike previous works, we use different translations of the whole training data that are consistent in structure as paraphrases at the corpus level. Our corpus contains parallel paraphrases in multiple languages from various sources. We treat paraphrases as foreign languages, tag source sentences with paraphrase labels, and train in the style of multilingual Neural Machine Translation (NMT). Experimental results indicate that adding paraphrases improves the rare word translation, increases entropy and diversity in lexical choice. Moreover, adding the source paraphrases improves translation performance more effectively than adding the target paraphrases. Combining both the source and the target paraphrases boosts performance further; combining paraphrases with multilingual data also helps but has mixed performance. We achieve a BLEU score of 57.2 for Frenchto-English translation, training on 24 paraphrases of the Bible, which is ∼+27 above the WMT'14 baseline.
Introduction
Using paraphrases, the rewording of a text while preserving its semantic meaning, to improve generalization and the sparsity issue in translation is common (Callison-Burch et al., 2006; Fader et al., 2013; Ganitkevitch et al., 2013; Narayan et al., 2017; Sekizawa et al., 2017) . However, most of the past research works use paraphrases at the word or phrase level, not at the sentence or document level. Unlike previous works, we research on different translations of the whole training data that are consistent in structure as para-phrases at the corpus level. To tap into the full potential of using paraphrases at corpus level in improving NMT performance, we use ideas from machine polyglotism, the field of training machines to be proficient in many languages (Johnson et al., 2017; Ha et al., 2016; Firat et al., 2016; Zoph and Knight, 2016; Dong et al., 2015; Gillick et al., 2016; Al-Rfou et al., 2013; Tsvetkov et al., 2016) . Since the implicit parameter sharing enables NMT to learn across languages, multilingual NMT achieves better generalization and translation performance (Johnson et al., 2017) . Past research has also demonstrated that training on closely related languages improve translation performance better than training on languages that are further apart (Zhou et al., 2018) . In this paper, we focus on exploiting parallel paraphrasing data, where paraphrases may be viewed as an extreme case of closely related "languages", different paraphrases of the same language. Or, to put it another way, multilingual data may be viewed as a special case of paraphrasing data expressing the same semantic content in different languages. Paraphrases can differ randomly, but can also vary systematically as each set of paraphrases carries the translator's unique writing and translating style.
In our work, we treat different paraphrases as foreign languages in multilingual NMT. We train a unified NMT model on paraphrase-labeled data with a single attention scheme, similar to the approach of multilingual NMT (Johnson et al., 2017; Ha et al., 2016) . Throughout our paper, we refer to paraphrases as the different translation versions produced by multiple translators on the same training text that are consistent to each other; in other words, paraphrasing happens at the corpus level. Similar to the multilingual NMT's objective of translating from any of the N input languages to any of the M output languages (Firat et al., 2016) , our paraphrase-exploiting NMT's ob-Language Tag Sentence   English Paraphrases   e0 Consider the lilies, how they grow: they neither toil nor spin, yet I tell you, even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one of these. English Standard Version. e1
Look how the wild flowers grow! They don't work hard to make their clothes. But I tell you Solomon with all his wealth wasn't as well clothed as one of these flowers. Contemporary English Version. e2
Observe the lilies, how they grow. They neither labour nor spin. And yet I tell you that not even Solomon in all his splendour was as beautifully dressed as one of these. Weymouth New Testament.
French Paraphrases f0
Considérez les lis! Ils poussent sans se fatiguerà tisser des vêtements. Et pourtant, je vous l'assure, le roi Salomon lui-même, dans toute sa gloire, n'a jamaisété aussi bien vêtu que l'un d'eux! La Bible du Semeur. f1
Considérez comment croissent les lis: ils ne travaillent ni ne filent; cependant je vous dis que Salomon même, dans toute sa gloire, n'a pasété vêtu comme l'un d'eux. Louis Segond. f2
Observez comment poussent les plus belles fleurs: elles ne travaillent pas et ne tissent pas; cependant je vous dis que Salomon lui-même, dans toute sa gloire, n'a pas eu d'aussi belles tenues que l'une d'elles. Segond 21. jective is to translate from any of the N input paraphrases to any of the M output paraphrases. We label all sentences pairs in our training data with both the source and the target paraphrase tags. In this way, we go beyond the traditional NMT learning of one-to-one mapping between the source and the target text; instead, we exploit the many-tomany mappings between the source and the target text through training on paraphrases that are consistent to each other at the corpus level. Our method achieves high translation performance and gives interesting findings. The differences between our work and the prior works are mainly the following. Unlike previous works that use paraphrases at the word or phrase level, we use paraphrases at the entire corpus level to improve translation performance. We use different translations of the whole training data consistent in structure as paraphrases of the full training data. Unlike most of the multilingual NMT works that uses data from multiple languages, we use paraphrases as foreign languages in single-source single-target NMT system training only on data from the source and the target languages.
Our main findings in harnessing paraphrases in NMT are the following:
1. Our results using paraphrases at the copus level show significant improvements in BLEU scores over both baselines.
2. Our paraphrase-exploiting NMT uses only two languages, the source and the target languages, and achieves higher BLEU scores than the multi-source and multi-target NMT that incorporates more languages.
3. We find that adding the source paraphrases helps better than adding the target paraphrases.
4. We find that adding paraphrases at both the source and the target sides is better than adding at either side. And we also find that adding paraphrases with additional multilingual data yields mixed performance; its performance is better than training on language families alone, but worse than training on both the source and target paraphrases without language families. 5. Adding paraphrases improves the sparsity issue of rare word translation and diversity in lexical choice.
In this paper, we begin with introduction and related work in Section 1 and 2. We introduce our models in Section 3. Finally, we present our results in Section 4 and conclude in Section 5.
Related Work

Paraphrasing
There are several works that generate and harness paraphrases (Barzilay and McKeown, 2001; Pang et al., 2003; Callison-Burch et al., 2005; Ganitkevitch et al., 2013; Brad and Rebedea, 2017; Quirk et al., 2004; Madnani et al., 2012; Suzuki et al., 2017; Hasan et al., 2016) . Some are on question and answer (Fader et al., 2013; Dong et al., 2017) , evaluation of translation (Zhou et al., 2006) and more recently NMT (Narayan et al., 2017; Sekizawa et al., 2017) .
Past research using paraphrases in translation includes preprocessing training data by paraphrasing unknown source language phrases, paraphrasing rare target language words, and dividing long sentences and rephrasing shorter sub-sentences for improving translation quality (Callison-Burch et al., 2006; Narayan et al., 2017; Sekizawa et al., 2017) . These approaches are similar in transforming the difficult problem of solving the sparsity problem of rare words prediction and long sentence translation into a simpler problem with known words and short sentence translation.
Our work is different in that we use paraphrases that are consistent with each other for the entire training data at the corpus level, rather than a small subset of rare words at the word or phrase level.
It is also worthwhile to contrast paraphrasing that aims to diversify data, with the opposite approach where researchers use knowledge distillation to make data more consistent (Gu et al., 2017) .
Multilingual Attentional NMT
Sequence to sequence learning, as GPU computation and parallel computation cost decreases, has launched a huge wave of interest which influenced machine summarization, machine translation, image captioning and many others (Ranzato et al., 2015; Wiseman and Rush, 2016; Wu et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2017; Firat et al., 2016; Ha et al., 2016; Eriguchi et al., 2016) . Attentional NMT is trained directly in an end-to-end system and has risen recently due to the decreasing GPU and parallel computing cost (Wu et al., 2016; Sennrich et al., 2016; Ling et al., 2015; Ranzato et al., 2015; Wiseman and Rush, 2016) . Machine polyglotism, training machines to translate from many languages to many languages, is a new paradigm of multilingual NMT (Johnson et al., 2017; Ha et al., 2016; Firat et al., 2016; Zoph and Knight, 2016; Dong et al., 2015; Gillick et al., 2016; Al-Rfou et al., 2013; Tsvetkov et al., 2016) . The objective is to translate from any of the N input languages to any of the M output languages (Firat et al., 2016) . Many multilingual NMT systems involve multiple encoders and decoders (Ha et al., 2016) , and it is hard to combine attention for quadratic language pairs bypassing quadratic attention mechanisms (Firat et al., 2016) . In multi-source scenarios, multiple encoders share a combined attention mechanism (Zoph and Knight, 2016) . In multi-target scenarios, every decoder handles its own attention with parameter sharing (Dong et al., 2015) . At-tention combination schemes include simple combination and hierarchical combination (Libovickỳ and Helcl, 2017; Firat et al., 2016) .
The state-of-the-art of multilingual NMT is training a universal model with a single attention mechanism with additional source and target language labels (Johnson et al., 2017; Ha et al., 2016) . Byte-Pair Encoding (BPE) is used to improve translation quality (Johnson et al., 2017; Ha et al., 2016) . This method is elegant in its simplicity and its advancement in low-resource language translation and zero-shot translation using pivot-based translation mechanism (Johnson et al., 2017; Firat et al., 2016) .
Our work is unique in that our parallelism is across paraphrases, not across languages. In other words, we achieve higher translation performance in the single-source single-target paraphraseexploiting NMT than that of the multi-source multi-target NMT. Instead of the language labels, we tag training data with the paraphrase labels. Apart from the experiment combining paraphrases with multilingual data, all other experiments involve only single-source single-target data, not multilingual data.
Models
We have two baseline models. One is a singlesource single-target attentional NMT on large amount of data. It helps us to evaluate all experiments' performance discounting the effect of increasing data. The other baseline model is a multisource multi-target attentional NMT with a single unified attentional scheme (Johnson et al., 2017; Ha et al., 2016) . Source sentences are prepended with language labels like "fr"(French). Source and target vocabularies are not shared.
Similar to the multilingual NMT's objective of translating from any of the N input languages to any of the M output languages (Firat et al., 2016) , our paraphrase-exploiting NMT's objective is to translate from any of the N input paraphrases to any of the M output paraphrases. Note that in our paper, we refer to each translation version of the same text as paraphrases; in other words, our paraphrases are at the training data level.
All sentence pairs are labeled with paraphrase tags. For each sentence pair in French-to-English translation, the source sentences are prepended with the source paraphrase tag (one of "f0", "f1", . . . ) and the target paraphrase tag (one of "e0", "e1", . . . ). All sentences in the same paraphrase carry the same label. In Table 1 , we show three sentences from three paraphrases of our training data. We add the source and the target paraphrase labels to the source sentence and train a unified NMT model with a single attention mechanism, similar to multilingual NMT. For example, in a simple scenario where our training data contains only one sentence in Table 1 with N = 3 and M = 3. To translate from any of the N input (French) paraphrases to any of the M output (English) paraphrases, we build the training corpus by creating N × M pairs of source and target sentences. Each source sentence is tagged with source and target paraphrase labels, for example, in the pair of < f 1, e0 >, the source sentence is tagged with opt src f1 opt tgt e0. We show this example with only one sentence, it is similar when the training data contains many sentences.
Different translators' diverse writing and translating styles give rise to rich parallel paraphrasing data. In this paper, we test our idea on the Bible corpus which provides a good test ground of our idea. We have considered a few other data sources of parallel paraphrases. One is the Open-Subtitles data with different scripts of the same movie in the same language. The strength of this corpus is that it covers a huge span of topics, the weakness is that most scripts only differ in interjections, and are therefore too similar to be used as paraphrases. Another possible source is the poetry data where a poem like "If" by Rudyard Kipling is translated by various people into the same foreign language forming parallel paraphrases as we show in the appendix. This dataset is limited in that such works are few and it is difficult to create a large enough corpus for training.
Experiments and Results
Data and Training Parameters
Our main data is the French-to-English Bible corpus (Mayer and Cysouw, 2014) . In our corpus, we have 12 different translation versions of the English Bible and 12 different translation versions of the French Bible, totaling 24 Bibles. Note that when we use all 12 source paraphrases and all 12 target paraphrases, we have 144 sentence pairs for each Bible verse. Since these different translation versions are consistent because the structure of the book (including books, chapters, and verses) is the same, we use these different translations of Bible as paraphrases. In our paper, each para- phrase refers to each translation version of whole book of the Bible. We clean and align 12 different paraphrases of the French Bible as well as 12 different paraphrases of the English Bible. This gives to a total of 24 paraphrases, 12 at each the side of the NMT. We randomly sample the training, validation and test sets according to the 0.75, 0.15, 0.10 ratio. Our training set contains only 23K verses, but is massively parallel across paraphrases.
Since our testsets are in the Bible, we ensure all experiments have one set of French and English Bible as the base, and different experiments add different data to train along with the Bible data. For example, for one of the two baseline models, we use the WMT'14 French-to-English dataset as a baseline. This means that we add the WMT'14 data to the Bible data to train. Additionally, we use the Bible in 22 European languages (Mayer and Cysouw, 2014) as our multilingual baseline. We follow the grid of the baselines for paraphraseexploiting NMT experiments (6, 11, 16, 22) while we also plot the case where we use all 24 paraphrases.
We also introduce a few acronyms to describe the experiments in Table 3 , Table 2 and Figure 1 . Family and WMT refers to the two baselines. Vsrc refers to adding paraphrases data to the source side, and Vtgt refers to adding paraphrases data to the target side. Vmix refers to combining both the source and the target paraphrases and train together. Vmf refers to combining "Vmix" with additional multilingual data; note that only Vmf ' and Family uses other languages' data other than French and English. For the x-axis, data refers to number of paraphrase corpora for Vsrc, Vtgt, Vmix; data refers to number of languages for Family; data refers to equivalent number of unique training sentences for WMT and Vmf.
In all our experiments, we use a minibatch size of 64, dropout rate of 0.3, 4 RNN layers of size 1000, a word vector size of 600, number of epochs of 13, a learning rate of 0.8 that decays at the rate of 0.7 if the validation score is not improving or it is past epoch 9 across all LSTM-based experiments. Our code is built on OpenNMT (Klein et al., 2017) and we evaluate our models using BLEU scores (Papineni et al., 2002) , entropy (Shannon, 1951) , F-measure and qualitative evaluation.
Results
Training on paraphrases gives better performance than both the multilingual baseline and the WMT baseline: The translation performance of adding paraphrases is much higher than that of both baselines. For example, training on 22 paraphrases, i.e., 11 paraphrases of the English Bible Table 5 : F1 score of frequency 1 bucket increases with the number of paraphrase corpora, showing paraphrasing improves the sparsity at tail and the rare word problem. and 11 paraphrases of the French Bible, achieves a BLEU score of 55.4, which is +8.8 above that of training on 22 different languages in nearby families, and +26.1 higher than that of the WMT'14 baseline. Note that the two baselines of our paper uses the grid of 6, 11, 16, 22, and in order to compare our results with the baselines, we continued to use this grid, which explains 22. The highest BLEU score 57.2 is achieved when we train on 24 paraphrases, i.e., 12 paraphrases of the English Bible and 12 target paraphrases of the French Bible.
Adding the source paraphrases boosts translation performance more than adding the target paraphrases: The translation performance of adding the source paraphrases is higher than that of adding the target paraphrases. Adding the Source Sentence
Machine Translation
Correct Target Translation Comme de l'eau fraîche pour une personne fatigué, Ainsi est une bonne nouvelle venant d'une terre lointaine.
As cold waters to a thirsty soul, so is good news from a distant land.
Like cold waters to a weary soul, so is a good report from a far country.
Lorsque tu seras invité par quelqu'unà des noces, ne te mets pasà la première place, de peur qu'il n'y ait parmi les invités une personne plus considérable que toi, When you are invited to one to the wedding, do not be to the first place, lest any one be called greater than you.
When you are invited by anyone to wedding feasts, do not recline at the chief seat lest one more honorable than you be invited by him, Car chaque arbre se connaîtà son fruit. On ne cueille pas des figues sur desépines, et l'on ne vendange pas des raisins sur des ronces.
For each tree is known by its own fruit. For from thorns they do not gather figs, nor do they gather grapes from a bramble bush.
For each tree is known from its own fruit. For they do not gather figs from thorns, nor do they gather grapes from a bramble bush. Vous tous qui avez soif, venez aux eaux, Même celui qui n'a pas d'argent! Venez, achetez et mangez, Venez, achetez du vin et du lait, sans argent, sans rien payer! Come, all you thirsty ones, come to the waters; come, buy and eat. Come, buy for wine, and for nothing, for without money.
Ho, everyone who thirsts, come to the water; and he who has no silver, come buy grain and eat. Yes, come buy grain, wine and milk without silver and with no price. Oui , vous sortirez avec joie , Et vous serez conduits en paix ; Les montagnes et les collineséclateront d'allégresse devant vous , Et tous les arbres de la campagne battront des mains .
When you go out with joy , you shall go in peace ; the mountains shall rejoice before you , and the trees of the field shall strike all the trees of the field .
For you shall go out with joy and be led out with peace . The mountains and the hills shall break out into song before you , and all the trees of the field shall clap the palm . source paraphrases diversifies the data, exposes the model to more rare words, and enables better generalization. Take the experiments training on 13 paraphrases for example, training on the source (i.e., 12 paraphrases of the French Bible and one target English Bible) gives a BLEU score of 48.8, which has a gain of +1.4 over 47.4, the BLEU score of training on the target (i.e., 12 paraphrases of the English Bible and one source French Bible). This suggests that adding the source paraphrases is more effective than adding the target paraphrases.
Adding paraphrases from both sides is better than adding paraphrases from either side: The curve of adding paraphrases from both the source and the target sides is higher than both the curve of adding the target paraphrases and the curve of adding the source paraphrases. Training on 11 paraphrases from both sides, i.e., a total of 22 paraphrases achieves a BLEU score of 50.8, which is +3.8 higher than that of training on the target side only and 1.9 higher than that of training on the source side only. The advantage of combining both sides is that we can combine paraphrases from both the source and the target to reach 24 paraphrases in total to achieve a BLEU score of 57.2.
Adding both paraphrases and language families yields mixed performance: We conduct one more experiment combining the source and target paraphrases together with additional multilingual data. This is the only experiment where we use multilingual data instead of single-source singletarget data. The BLEU score is 49.3, higher than training on families alone, in fact, it is higher than training on eight European families altogether. However, it is lower than training on both the source and the target paraphrases without foreign languages. Indeed, adding paraphrases as foreign languages is effective, however, when there is a lack of data, mixing the paraphrases with foreign languages is helpful.
Adding paraphrases increases entropy and diversity in lexical choice, and improves the sparsity issue of rare words: We use bootstrap resampling and construct a 95% confidence interval for entropy (Shannon, 1951) of all models of adding paraphrases at both the source and the target sides. We find from Table 4 that the more paraphrases, the higher the entropy, the more diversity in lexical choice. From the word F-measure shown in Table 5 , we find that the more paraphrases, the better the model handles the sparsity of rare words issue. Adding paraphrases not only achieves much higher BLEU score than the WMT baseline, but also handles the sparsity issue much better than the WMT baseline.
Paraphrases help rhetoric translation sometimes and increase expressiveness: Manual inspection shows a lot of examples where paraphrases help rhetoric translation. In Table 6 , paraphrases help NMT to use a more contemporary synonym of "silver", "money", which is more direct and easier to understand. The last sentence uses personification of mountains, "break out into song", to describe joy, NMT uses "rejoices" which is the essence of the meaning. However, we also observe that NMT wrongly translates "clap the palm" to "strike". Indeed, the way to best use paraphrases to improve rhetoric translation is a good future research question.
Conclusion
In our work, we examine how training on paraphrases as foreign languages in multilingual NMT improves translation quality of translation. Adding paraphrases improves translation quality, the rare word issue, and diversity in lexical choice. Adding the source paraphrases improves translation more effectively than adding the target paraphrases. Combining both the source and the target paraphrases boosts performance. Adding multilingual data and paraphrases together is also helpful.
We also would like to explore other parallel paraphrasing corpora like the poetry dataset. To train on poems that are translated by different people, we need to enable our model to train on extremely small dataset. Rhetoric in paraphrasing is also important in poetry dataset.
The limited data issue is also relevant to the low-resource setting. We would like to find out how to effectively train on extremely small lowresource paraphrasing data.
Cultural-aware paraphrasing and subtle expressions are very important in real-world translation tasks (Levin et al., 1998; Larson, 1984) . We are interested in ways to learn the culturally-specific target expressions from different paraphrases using very small amount of text effectively.
